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Sophos XG Firewall (SX331CTAA)
XG 330 Sandstorm - Subscription licence renewal, for XG 330, 1 year
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 1,221.66 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 256.55 €

Product details:
Product code: SX331CTAA
EAN:
Manufacturer: Sophos

1,478.21 €
* VAT included
XG Firewall offers industry leading protection to block the latest advanced threats like ransomware, bots, worms, hacks,
breaches and APTs.
An industry first, XG Firewall integrates Deep Learning technology into our Sophos Sandstorm sandboxing. It's been
developed by data scientists at SophosLabs and DARPA to deliver the industry's best detection rates without using
signatures. It detects previously unseen malware lurking in suspicious payloads quickly and effectively. It's just one of
the ways that XG Firewall stops unknown threats. Dead.
- Blocks unknown threats with a comprehensive suite of advanced protection including IPS, ATP, Sandboxing, Dual AV,
Web and App Control, Anti-phishing, a full-featured Web Application Firewall and more
- Automatically responds to incidents by instantly identifying and isolating infected systems until they can be cleaned up
- Exposes hidden risks on your network including unknown apps, top risk users, advanced threats, suspicious payloads
and much more
Main specifications:

License
License quantity:
License term in years:

1 license(s)
1 year(s)

Features
Compatibility:

XG 330

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

